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Disclaimer

"eToro is a multi-asset platform which offers both investing in stocks and digital assets, as well as trading CFDs.

Please note that CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 67% of retail investor 
accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work, and whether you 

can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.

This is a marketing communication and should not be taken as investment advice, personal recommendation, or an offer of, or solicitation to buy or sell, 
any financial instruments. This material has been prepared without taking into account any particular recipient’s investment objectives or financial 
situation, and has not been prepared in accordance with the legal and regulatory requirements to promote independent research. Any references to past 
or future performance of a financial instrument, index or a packaged investment product are not, and should not be taken as, a reliable indicator of future 
results. eToro makes no representation and assumes no liability as to the accuracy or completeness of the content of this publication, which has been 
prepared utilising publicly available information."
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Summary: september nerves

Seeing expected September market nerves

Equities pulled back 3% in last two weeks. Feels worse than is after 
remorseless rally. S&P 500 now +18% this year, commodities +25%, and 
bitcoin +60%

❏ Expect higher volatility, for seasonality and DC risk reasons
❏ Virus pressures easing now, but delayed Fed (meeting this week)
❏ Gives a clear roadmap to S&P 500 over 5,050 next year, +12%

Reasons for positive view

❏ ‘Buy the Dip’ drivers (wider investors, TINA, fundamentals)
❏ Global virus cases clearly falling now
❏ Market inflation expectations stable. Growth view turning up

What to own

❏ Favors reflation assets: cyclical equities (financials, commodities, 
industrials), crypto, small caps, and value 

❏ Cautious on fixed income, USD, defensive equities and China
❏ Commodities moved to neutral on rising China risks

Source: CD=Consumer Discretionary. CO=Communications. CS=Consumer Staples. EN=Energy. FN=Financials. 
HC=Healthcare. ID=Industrials. IT=Information Technology. MT=Materials. RE=Real Estate. UT=Utilities. 

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Performance: Crypto, real estate, and commodities

Equities nervous, commodities resilient, crypto rebounding

❏ Equities showing some growth nervousness, but still no pullback 
since November. 8th longest streak ever. Crypto remains best 
asset this year, followed by a ‘stealth’ real estate (REIT) catch up. 
Commodities focus as China slows. Now ‘neutral’ on traffic lights.

‘Buy the Dip’ drivers remain strong

1. More buyers: retail, corporates (buybacks), foreigners (home bias)
2. There Is No Alternative (TINA): Bond (1.3%) and cash (0.1%) yields
3. Strong fundamentals: Earnings growth high and still surprising

Average returns rarely happen – focus on getting the direction right

❏ S&P 500 averaged 8.6% price return over last fifty years but 
come close less than tenth the time (see chart). It is more likely to 
miss by a lot, either by being negative or by surging over 20%. 

❏ The implications from this are: 1) to focus on direction (up) rather 
than exact number of index target; 2) to avoid the small number of 
very big drawdowns, and 3) markets historically rose ¾ time

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://etoro-marketing.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/investment-office/Macro_Insights_15_09_21_Average_returns_rarely_happen.pdf
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Growth: virus cases peaking, a ‘rotation’ catalyst

Global new virus cases are falling, and may have peaked in US

❏ Is a key focus to reducing global growth concerns, loosening 
lockdowns, and driving growth to value equity rotation

❏ Lockdown ‘Stringency Index’ measures are near 60 vs 
pre-pandemic zero. Re-opening trade has a long way to go

❏ Global first-dose vaccination rate now 43%. 30 million doses/daily

Re-opening trend delayed not derailed by current virus third wave. Growth 
outlook may now start re-accelerating

Lower virus cases would drive markets and sector rotation

❏ Rise in virus cases has coincided with the recent strong 
outperformance of Growth and Tech versus Value and 
Financials/Commodities

❏ This may now start to reverse as 1) global virus cases start 
declining, and 2) Fed gets closer to tapering and bond yields start 
to rise, whilst 3) Valuations are significantly cheaper and earnings 
more depressed and sensitive to stronger macro environment

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Politics: three DC risks and top-10 elections

The THREE September/October risks from Washington

1. Congress needs to approve lifting of $28.5 trillion federal debt 
ceiling in October or see government shutdown (as in 2018/19 for 
35 days) or temporary default

2. Democrats $3.5 trillion (15% of GDP) fiscal package, including 
corporate tax hikes, alongside $600 billion infra plan but party split

3. President Biden to soon decide on re-appointing Jerome Powell 
as Fed chair. Not re-appointing Powell is a low probability risk that 
would shock markets. This would likely be a buying opportunity.

Are sources of volatility but not to derail markets

Upcoming elections in THREE of world’s largest economies

❏ Canada (Sept. 20th) likely to see PM Trudeau with a weak minority 
government and a sector-interventionist platform - a negative

❏ Centre-left SPD to replace Merkel and CDU in Germany 
(September 26th) and see more fiscal spending – a positive

❏ Japan’s ruling LDP election to de-facto decide new PM. Kano seen 
as more youthful and vigorous candidate. Market rallied hard

Elections results could support Germany and Japan outlook

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://etoro-marketing.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/investment-office/Macro_Insights_03_09_21_The_real_September_risks.pdf
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Bonds: positive messages on inflation and growth

Markets have spoken clearly on inflation risks

❏ Medium (5-year) and long term (10-year) market inflation 
expectations are broadly in line with Fed average inflation target 
and stable in recent months

❏ Near half of US recent 5%+ year-over-year headline inflation 
numbers and support Fed ‘transitory’ view

US ten year bond yield decline has stabilized

❑ US 10-year yield fell from 1.7% to under 1.3% as growth fears surged

❑ Recent recovery of yields signal confidence in growth outlook

❑ Further increase would drive sector rotation out of tech and into 
financials, commodities, and industrials

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Earnings & Valuations: earnings outlook still rising

Valuation remain high but well-supported

❏ Earnings upgrades and low US 10-year bond yields support our 
‘fair value’ S&P 500 valuation and 5,050 target for next year, 
around +12% from current levels

❏ This implies a very rare 4th straight year of 10%+ returns

Earnings still rising despite GDP uncertainty

❏ Despite global growth pressures from virus and China, near all 
major equity markets have seen analysts revise up earnings 
expectations in the past three months (see chart)

❏ US and Europe have led overall, along with oil-economies Norway 
and Russia. Singapore has fallen, and China lagged. 

❏ Some weakness seen very near term (Q3 estimates), in cyclical 
sectors (Industrials and Commodities). Expect to reverse

❏ We have above-consensus index earnings view of $210 (+50% vs 
2020) this year and $240 next (+20%)

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Countries: old-school Germany, and deep-discount Brazil

Old school German DAX overhaul

❏ Main German equity index, DAX, has biggest ever overhaul, going 
from 30 to 40 stocks (adds include Zalando, Qiagen, Symrise). With 
$9 trillion tracking equity indices globally, such changes matter. 

❏ Adds diversification, but keeps deep cyclical character, an asset 
with today’s strong GDP rebound, and DAX has beaten global 
equities long term (see chart)

Brazil priced for trouble

❏ Brazil (EWZ), world’s no.8 economy, has difficult stagflation, with 
inflation 10% and central bank hiking interest rates, whilst GDP 
expectations slump, in line with trade partner China. Risks also 
rising ahead of next year’s presidential elections, with a polarised 
landscape, and leftist ex-President Lula leading polls. 

❏ Also hits global stocks in Brazil, like Spanish (ESP35) heavyweights 
Santander (SAN), Iberdrola (IBE.MC), Telefonica (TEF). 

❏ But much priced in. Near world's cheapest market (see chart), 
with some of lowest earnings growth expectations next year (-9%), 
and currency (BRL) at 40% discount to basket of trading partners

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

http://ibe.mc/
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Sectors: Europe tech surprise, and real estate rally

European tech a performance and valuation surprise

❏ Comparing big tech across the world surprisingly shows Europe as 
the best performing (from ASML to CAP.PA) and most expensive. 
Benefits from scarcity and less regulation pressure

❏ Whilst China tech may not be cheap enough, with valuations still 
similar to the well positioned US FAANGM’s

❏ EM ex China tech is hardware heavy (TSM, SMSN.L) but still has by 
far the cheapest valuations

Real estate been the 2nd best sector, and asset class, this year

❏ REITS Real estate investment trusts (XLRE, IYR) are the 2nd best 
stock market performing asset class this year. Office (ARE) and 
Hotel (HST) ‘re-opening’ segments lagged, but been more than 
offset elsewhere, highlighting diversification in sector (see chart). 

❏ Benefit from low-for-longer bond yields, making their long-term 
cash flows more valuable, and high dividends more attractive. 
Tax-advantaged structure is also defensive to corporate tax hikes.

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://etoro-production.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/e-marketing/Research/Macro%20Insights%2016_09_21%20The%20best%20tech%20performer%20surprise.pdf
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Commodities: at a China cross roads  

26% rally this year now facing multiple China headwinds

❏ Commodities are at a crossroads after big 26% rally this year, with 
risks from China’s slowdown and virus third wave

❏ Chinese demand under pressure, but to stabilise with a lot of 
government policy flexibility (high interest rates and bank reserve 
requirements). Also, ‘green-transition’ demand picking up, or 
impacting traditional supply response in energy markets 

❏ Commodities are in a rare sweet-spot of strong demand recovery, 
tight supply after a decade of underperformance and 
underinvestment, and rising investor demand on inflation and 
weaker USD outlooks. 

❏ We favour industrial metals, energy, and ag, with precious 
lagging on outlook for rising bond yields and crypto competition. 

❏ Related Smart Portfolios include @RenewableEnergy, 
@OilWorldWide, @GoldWorldWide

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Currencies: safe haven USD for now, Big Mac perspective

Setting up for USD weakness medium term

❏ Safe haven flows to ease as delta variant spread flattens and 
poor September seasonality passes. 

❏ Fed to stay dovish and international currencies are cheap. See 
Big Mac index proxy

Weaker USD helps EM, commodities, and tech

❏ A weaker USD would help emerging markets (EEM), by easing 
USD financing and debt pressures. 

❏ Also commodities (DJP), which are priced in USD and become 
cheaper for foreign buyers (as well as related assets like Australia)

❏ US sectors with large foreign sales, such as IT (XLK) with 57% sales 
from overseas. 

❏ By contrast, stronger local currencies impact the large number of 
very global and generally lower profit-margin European (EZU) 
companies. Over 50% of UK and European corporate sales come 
from abroad, and would become less profitable.

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Crypto: getting exposure through equities 

Investing in crypto through equities

❏ Exposure to crypto through equities has a record of beating the 
S&P 500, a decent relationship with the bitcoin price, but often 
lower volatility. The number of crypto equities small but growing. 

❏ Six flavours -  ranges from crypto investors (like MSTR), miners 
(RIOT), and exchanges (COIN), through to larger and more 
diversified suppliers (NVDA), adopters (SQ), and banks (STAN.L). 

❏ Smart portfolios give some broader options, like 
@BitcoinWorldwide, @FuturePayments, and @Chip-Tech.

Institutional crypto adoption barely started. To be led by two drivers:

1. By far highest risk-adjusted returns of any asset. Adjusting for 
huge volatility crypto-assets still outpace equities over 5x

2. Correlation with other assets very low. Can be added to a 
diversified portfolio and reduces risk, despite volatility

Flash crash rebound continues
❏ April/May -48% bitcoin sell-off. In-line with average of the fifteen 

major bitcoin corrections over the last decade

Past performance is not an indication of future results.


